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It's a happy wedding day on Iced, one of the few lands that borders
the Fever Sea. But the only thing celebrating is Iced's newly delivered
baby â€“ and the enemy she's never seen before. Her adoptive sister,

Ashe, is now on a quest of her ownâ€”to avenge the death of their
mother. Now, in â€˜Ice Stormâ€™, which promises to be as dangerous
as it is beautiful, the sisters must set out to steal two dangerous Fever
Stones and alter history forever. Caden Walker MacKayla Lane Adam's
mission - to track down the woman he thinks might be his sister, while

simultaneously dealing with the grief of losing Callahan and the
uneasy love he's begun to feel for Mac â€“ is complicated by the not-
so-subtle hostility of his best friend. Their investigation takes them to
the Faerie kingdom of the snow, where Mac's grandmother, a former
spy, sends them a message of sorts: the two of them will never be

free of betrayal. But as Mac's powers grow to be both a blessing and a
curse, will she find an escape that's as momentous as it is terrifying?

The Fever Series is available inÂ . High VoltageÂ . In a world filled with
powerful hallucinogens, the only thing that can heal you is the one
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invented by the brilliant Dr. MacKayla Lane. Mac is locked up in the
country's top-secret prison and struggling to deny the darkness that's
taken hold of her. Chase Duncan used to be the guy she would have

died for â€“ until he walked away from her. Now he's the guy she can't
live with â€“ and she can't live without him. If she can't trust her

dreams to save her sanity, can she trust Chase to save her heart? In
Darkfever (Fever #2), Mac faces a life-threatening threat from a

masked, knife-wielding assassin. Mac, who has always believed that
she can't trust the men she loves, has come to realize that she can't
trust herself not to take the next knife-wielding man's life. When the
killer captures Mac, she must put aside all her doubts and trust that
the impossible will be possible â€“ once she finally accepts her true

identity as the Immortal 6d1f23a050
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